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Introduction
Let M be a complete two-dimensional surface immersed into the three-dimensional
Euclidean space. Then a classical theorem of Hilbert says that when the curvature
of M is a non-zero constant, M must be the sphere. On the other hand, when the
curvature of M is zero, a theorem of Hartman-Nirenberg [4] says that M must be
a plane or a cylinder. These two theorems complete the classification of complete
surfaces with constant curvature in R 3.
Generalizations of these theorems have been attempted by many authors (see
the references in Kobayashi-Nomizu [5]). A typical theorem of this type is the
following theorem of Thomas [7] which says that an Einstein hyper~urface
in R "÷ ~ with n_>_3 is locally a sphere. As far as we know, all these theorems assume
something on the Ricci tensor. In this paper, we propose to study complete
hypersurfaces with constant scalar curvature. Like the theorems in two-dimension,
this requires more global consideration.
When M is compact, we assume that the ambient manifold has constant
sectional curvature c (and need not be complete). Suppose M has non-negative
sectional curvature and constant scalar curvature >=c. Then we prove that either
M is totally umbilical, the Riemannian product of two totally umbilical constantly
curved submanifold, or M is fiat. As a corollary, one sees that if the ambient
manifold is R "÷1, M must be the sphere and if the ambient manifold is S "+1, M
has the form S "-p x S p. In the course of the proof of this theorem, we introduce
some self-adjoint differential operators which are interesting for their own right.
When M is complete and non-compact, we assume that M has non-negative
curvature and the ambient space is R "÷ ~. In this case, we use the eigenvalue
problem method initiated in the first author's thesis. We study the growth of the
first eigenvalue of the operator mentioned above and compare this growth condition with the geometric equations that we derive. Our conclusion is that M
must be a generalized cylinder S p x R " -P.
The operators and the estimates that we have in this paper should have more
applications. We hope we can come back to this again.
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1. Second Order Differential Operators on a Riemannian manifold

Let {021..... ~,} be a local orthonormal frame field defined on a Riemannian
manifold M. Then the structure equations of M are given by
d c _ o i = Z ogijAcoj,
J

(t.1)

coljA-c.oji~-O ,

dcoij = ~ ¢OikA¢Oki+ Oil ,

(1.2)

k

where

f2i~= -- ½~ Rijuogk AcoI

(1.3)

k,1

and
Rijkt + Rijtk = 0 .

(1.4)

For any CZ-function f defined on M, we define its gradient and hessian by
the following formulas

df = ~ f~o9i ,

(1.5)

i

Z f~jcoj= df~+ Z h~oj,.
J

(1.6)

J

Let 4 ) = ~ ~blj~i® ~o; be a symmetric tensor defined on M. Then we can define
i,j

an operator associated to ~b by
[]f=~

~ij fij •

(1.7)

i,j

The first observation is the following:
Proposition 1. Let M be a compact orientable Riemannian manifold, Then the
operator [] is self-adjoint iff

(1.8)

J

for all i.
Proof. Note that the covariant derivative of ~b~ is defined by
Z 4JijkO~k= d4~ij+ E ~kjO~k,+ Z CP,kCOkJ
k

k

k

(1.9)

so that the condition (1.8) is independent of the choice of the frame field.
From condition (1.8), one verifies that for any CZ-functions f and g, we have
M

\ i,j

i,j

Hence, by Stokes' theorem,

( []f)g = ~ f([]g).
M

M

(1.11)
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Conversely, it is straightforward to see that the validity of (1.tt) for all f
and g implies (1.8).
Based on Proposition 1, let us give two examples of self-adjoint operators.
Let R i j = ~ R;kjk be the Ricci tensor of the Riemannian manifold. Then we
k

claim that the operator ff]f=~(-~6ij-Ri~]fi~
i,j \ ' g ' ]

is self-adjoint, where R = ~ Rii
i

is the scalar curvature.
In fact, by the Bianchi identity,
j

R,jO=~. Rikjk.j
k,j

= 2 Rjkik,j
k,j
=

-

~ Rj~kj,i- Y~Rj~j~.~
k,j

k,j

= R~- ~, Rjijk,k
k,j

=Ri-~.

(1.12)

Rik,k.

k

Hence ~ Rijo= ½Ri and our claim is proved.
J

Our second example is provided by 4aij=(~Pkk)3i~--~i j where ~Pij is a symmetric tensor satisfying the "Codazzi equation":
~i~.k = ~Vikj •

(1.13)

Using (1.13), it is straightforward to check that [ 2 ] f = ~ 4~ijf/j is self-adjoint.
i,j

The interesting second order elliptic operators are the elliptic ones. A sufficient
condition for the operator in the first example to be elliptic is that the Ricci
curvature of M is positive and pinched in the following sense: The ratio of the
maximal Ricci curvature and the minimal Ricci curvature is less than n - 1 . We
hope that this operator will be useful in intrinsic geometry.
2. Laplacian of a Symmetric Tensor

Let ~ ~bi~oi®~o ~ be a symmetric tensor defined on M. Then following Bochner,
Calabi, Simons, Chern [1, 6, 3], we shall compute the Laplacian of this tensor.
The covariant derivative of ~bij is defined by (t.9). The second covariant
derivative of ~b~/kis defined by
t

(Pijkl (3)1: d~ijk + 2 ~)mjk (J)mi+ 2 ~imk ('Omj-~ ~ ~ijm O')rak"
m
m
m

(2.1)

Exterior differentiate (1.9), we obtain
l,k

~)ijkl (I)l a('~k = ~ (~kj ~'~ki-['-Z ~ik ~-~kj"
k
k

(2.2)
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Therefore,

qSijkt- Oi~,k= -- Z dpmjRmitk-- ~', (Oir,Rm~lk "
m
m

(2.3)

The Laplacian of the tensor 4~ij is defined to be ~ (a~jkkand so
k

A ~ij = 2 ~)ijkk
k
= ~k (~)ijkk--~)ikjk)~k ((~ikjk--~)ikkj)AV~k ((Pikkj--~)kkij)dY (~k ~gkk)ij

-

Z 49.kR--ik~-- Z CPi'RmRRj"
m,k
m,k

(2.4)

For tensors satisfying "Codazzi equation"

4~ijk= 4~itj

(2.5)

have

d4)i,=(~k 4~kk)i,-- ~ ~,,,kR,,ik,-- ~C~ir,,R=kk,.
m,k
m,k
Let l~ble =Y~ ~ and tr ~ = y . ~,. Then equation (2.6) shows:

(2.6'

½d}q~[2-=- E 4)2jk-l-Z~Oij(tr4))iJ - Z OijOmkRmikj - 2 ~ij~imRmkkj "
i,j,k
i,j
i,j,m,k
i,j,m,k

(2.7)

i,j

i

Choose a frame field {o91..... ~o.} so that c~i~=2~6~j. Then (2.7) simplifies to
½Akbl2 = Z ~bZk+~ 21(tr ~b)u+ ½ Z Riio(2i - 2 f .
i,j,k
i
i,j

(2.8)

Denoting the second symmetric function of qS~aby m, we have

i,j
=(tr q~)2_ Iq~12.

(2.9)

Putting (2.9) and (2.8) together, we obtain
½A(tr q~)2= Am + ~ 4z k + ~ 2,(tr q~)~i+ ½ ~ Rijij()'i
i,j,k
i
i,j

-

)~j)2.

(2.10)

Let ISlf---~ ((tr ~b)61j-q~i~)f/j be the self-adjoint operator defined in Section 1.
l ,J

Then (2.10) takes the form
D ( t r O ) = A m + ~ ~b/~k - Z (tr 0)~ + ½~ Rijij(2i-2j) 2 .
i,j,k
i
i,j
Since [] is self-adjoint, we conclude that

O~ f[i2[.j,k~)2k-- ~ (tr ~b)2J]'q-I21- ij2 Rijlj(~i-,~j)2

.

(2.11)

(2.12)
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By Schwarz inequality,

i,j,k

~2

,J

Differentiating (2.9) and using (2.13) we obtain
4)2k > I(hl- 2 ~, [(tr 4))(tr qS)k- ½mk] 2
i,j,k

k

>[4] 2[(1-~)(trq~) 2 ~(trqS)kz +

-

k

k

for all e > 0.
Substituting (2.14) into (2.12) we derive that
0 > ~ (1--e)([q~12+m)[~[ -2 2 ( t r q ~ ) ~ - - ~ ( t r 4 k ) 2 +
k

-- ~

I~b1-2

m~

k

+ I ½Z Riiij(2i- 2J)2"

(2.15)

i,j

If m = c o n s t a n t , we can take e = 0 in (2.15). Hence
0 > S ] ml~b]-2 • (tr qS)~+ ½ Z Rij,J(2i- 2J)2} '
M[

k

(2.16)

i,j

When m > 0 and Rij~i > 0, the integrand of the integral in (2.16) must be identically zero. Therefore (2.13) becomes equality and there are numbers ck such that
(2.17)

~ i j k = Ck~)ij

when I~b]2 4=0.
Since we assume ~b~j= )@ii and ~bljk = ~kj, it is easy to see that the only non-zero
terms of ~bijk and the terms ~m. Thus
(~ii - ~ji)c% = 0.

(2.18)

Using the fact ~ R~j~(2i-2j) z =0, we can then prove that M is the closure of
i,j

~) Ok where each point of the open set 0 k has a product neighborhood
k

N 1 x N2 x ... x Nt where the tangent space of each N i is spanned by eigenvectors
of q~ with the same eigenvalue.
Theorem 1. Let ~, c~ij~oi®~oj be a symmetric tensor defined on a compact Riei,j

mannian manifold with non-negative sectional curvature. Suppose the Codazzi
equation (Pij,k=4ikj is satisfied. Let {o)i} be a co-frame which diagonalizes the
tensor dptj so that ~ ~ j e ) i ® t o j = ~ 2~o~i®to i. Then when m= ~ ).~,~oj is a noni,j

i

i*j

negative constant, we have m t V tr ~b[ = 0 and ~ Rijij(2i - 2j) 2 = O. Furthermore M is
i,j

the closure of ~) Oi where each point of the open set 0i has a product neighborhood
i

N 1 x ... x Nt so that the cotangent space of each N i are spanned by the e~k'S with
the same )°k" In particular, when M is locally irreducible, all the eigem,aIues of ~ij
are the same.
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3. Compact Hypersurfaces
The applications that we have in mind are of course the submanifold problems.
Thus, let M be a compact hypersurface in a Riemannian manifold with constant
sectional curvature c. Then the second fundamental form ~ h~jeoi®~o~of M satisfies
i,j

the Codazzi equation. Furthermore when {e I.... e,} diagonalizes the second
fundamental form so that ~ hijcoi® coj = ~ 2~¢0~® m~, then the Gauss equation says
i,j

Rij~j = c + 2~2j.

i

(3.1)

In particular
i,j

212j = n ( n - 1)(R- c)

(3.2)

where R is the normalized scalar curvature of M.
Therefore when R is constant and > c, Theorem I applies. In this case, we shall
exhaust the possibility of M.
Theorem 1 shows that when 2~+ 2j
c+2~2j=0.

(3.3)

It is a simple algebraic fact that (3.3) implies there are at most two distinct 2i's.
Call them 21 and '~2.
When c=0, either 21 -=22 in which case M is totally umbilical or at some point
of M, we have 2121 = 0 and 212 +222 #:0. In the latter case, if the multiplicity of the
zero eigenvalue is not equal to dim M - 1, Equation (3.2) shows that the non-zero
eigenvalue is a constant depending only on R (which implies the constancy of the
multiplicity of this eigenvalue). From these data, we conclude, using (3.1), that
either M is totally umbilical, a fiat manifold, or the product of a totally umbilical,
constantly curved submanifold with a totally geodesic flat manifold. (By totally
umbilical submanifold, we mean a submanifold such that the principle curvatures
are all equal with respect to any normal direction.)
When c>0, 21 + 2 z and R > c > 0 ; (3.3) implies dim M > 3 . One then uses (3.1)
and (3.2) to show that both 2~ are constants and have constant multiplicities.
Thus M is either a totally umbilical hypersurface or the product of two totally
umbilical constantly curved submanifolds.
When c<0, we have R - c > O and Theorem 1 shows that tr(h~fl=constant.
Equation (3.2) again shows that M is either totally umbilical or the product of two
totally umbilical constantly curved submanifolds.
Theorem 2. Let M be a compact hypersurface with non-neoative sectional curvature
immersed in a manifold with constant sectional curvature c. Suppose the normalized
scalar curvature of M is constant and 9rearer than or equal to c. Then M is either
totally umbilical, a ( Riemannian) product of two totally umbilical constantly curved
submanifolds or possibly a flat manifold which is different from the abowe two types.
The last case can happen only if c = O, ( I f the ambient manifold is the Euclidean
space, the last two cases cannot occur because of the compactness of M.)
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In Theorem 2, we assume the scalar curvature R is constant. Let us now relax
this condition and get an estimate of the mean curvature of M in terms of the
intrinsic geometry of M.
Suppose nH61~-h~ is positive semi-definite so that [] f = ~ (nH6~-hij)f~j is
a (possibly degenerate) elliptic operator.
"J
Hence when nH attains its m a x i m u m at some point ffs M, we see from (2.t 1)
that at ~,
R~j~j(2~- 2j) 2 < - 2n(n- 1)dR.

(3.4)

1,J

In particular,

(minRi;iO(nH)2<=(minRijiOn(~i 22)
i*j

\ i~:j

< - n2AR + n2(R- c) min Rim.

(3.5)

i,j

Since (3.5) holds at the point where nH achieves its maximum, we have pioved
the following

Theorem 3. Let M be a compact hypersurface in a manifold with constant sectional
curvature c. Suppose M has positive sectional curvature and the form (nH6~j-hij)
is positive semi-definite. Then
SUPMnH_<SUPM t{-n2]min(Rijij)]
- i,je A R l

+nZ(R-c)14:

(3.6)

and hence the length of the second fimdamental form of M can be estimated in terms
of quantities defined intrinsically.
4. Noncompact Convex Hypersurfaces
Let M be a complete hypersurface with non-negative sectional curvature in the
Euclidean space. Then we can choose the normal of M so that its second
fundamental form is positive semi-definite.
As in Section 3, we consider the operator []f=~,(nH~ij-hlj)fi~ where H is
t ,J

the mean curvature and hi~ is the second fundamental form.
Let X and e,+ 1 be the position vector and the normal vector of M respectively.
Then we shall compute [ ] X and [~e,+ 1.
Let {e 1..... G} be a local orthonormal frame field of M. Then
Xij = hi~e, +t
(4.1)
for all i,j.
Hence by (3.2),

O X = ~ (nH6ij- hij)hije, +1
i,j
",j

= n(n- 1)R e n+ 1 .

(4.2)
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To compute []e,+ 1, we have

de,+ 1= - ~ hikei~k,

(4.3)

i,k

d(--~i hikei)--~hileiohk=~(--~hikhilen+l--~hlk~e,)oh,

(4.4)

Den+l=~kl(nHt~kl--hkl)(--~i hikhilen+l--~i hiklei)
=-~(nHJkz-hu)(~h,khi,)en+l
k,t
-

-

2 (nHbk*--hkt)hik~el
i,k,l
k,l

=-~(nH6e-hu)(~huhit)
-

½-n(n- 1) Z Riei

(4.5)

where (3.2) has been used in the last equality,
We shall make use of the formulas (4.4) and (4.5) to deal with our problem.
First of all, we note the following
Proposition
2. Let [] be a formally self -adjoint second order (possibly degenerate)
elliptic operator defined on a compact manifold M with boundary. Let f be a C 2
positive function. Then for any non-negative C2-function g such that glUM--O,
we have

Proof. We note that we have only to prove (4.6) by assuming [] is non-degenerate
elliptic, In fact, one can simply replace [] by [~+eA and let e--*0.
Let 2 be the first eigenvalue and g4 be the first eigenfunction of [] over D with
the boundary condition g~lc~D= 0. Then it is well-known that the left hand side of
(4.6) is always not less than 2 and gx is positive in the interior of D.
Consider the function gz/f defined on D. Then at the point where g~./f attains
its maximum, one can verify easily that 2 -

-- []g~,

g~

>_
-

-- •f

f

. This proves (4.6).

Theorem 4. Let M be a complete non-compact hypersurface in the Euclidean space

with non-negative curvature. Suppose the scalar curvature of M is constant, then
M is a generalized cylinder S "-p × R p.
Proof. Since M is convex, there is a unit vector a in the Euclidean space so that
(e,+ 1, a) > 0 on M (see Wu [8]). If (e,+ 1, a) = 0 at one point, then we claim that
(e,+ 1, a) is identically zero.
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First of all, we note that if the scalar curvature of M is non-zero, the operator
[] is elliptic. In fact [] being degenerate elliptic means that at some point in M,
2~ is equal to zero for some principle curvature 2~. This implies 2 i = 0 for all
i~-j

i + j and the scalar curvature is zero at that point. When the scalar curvature of M
is zero, M is flat and Theorem 4 follows from Hartman-Nirenberg [4].
Our claim now follows by applying the minimal principle to the elliptic
equation

D(e.+ 1, a)= - ~
k,l

(nHbkt-hkt)(\ iE hkihit/] (%+ 1, a) .

(4.7)

Therefore, we conclude that either (en+l,a) is everywhere positive or
(% + 1, a) =-0. In the latter case, we can split out one line and continue by induction
to prove the theorem (see [2]). Hence we can apply the proposition to (4.7) and
deduce
(--~Dg VTg)(!g2) -1 >mDin ~ (rlH(~kl--hkl)(~i hkihil)

(4.8)

for all smooth function g with compact support D.
We shall apply g to a function defined by (X, a). Since M is essentially a
graph along a (see Wu [8]), the set D , = {XI(X, a)<=r} is compact for all r > 0 .
We can then apply r - (X, a) to (4.8) with D replaced by D
On the other hand, applying (4.2), we have

<n(n-1)rR( f (e,+,, a)) ~- Vol(Dr/2)
D,.

= 4n(n- 1)Rr- l VoI(Dr)[Vol(Dr/2) ] - 1.

(4.9)

Since M is convex, it is easy to verify that there are constants c t and c2 so that

Vol(Dr)<clr"+c 2. [For example, one sees that (X,a) is asymptotic to the
geodesic distance of M and Vol(Dr) is asymptotically the volume of the geodesic
hall.] This implies that lim inf r- ~Vol (Dr) [Vol (D,/2)] - 1 = 0, for any e > 0.
Combining (4.8), (4.9) and the above information, we conclude that
infMkt2(nHC~kl--hk*)(E,i hklh") =0"

(4.10)

Let 2~ and 22 be principle curvatures such that 2~22>R. Then

2(nH6k,--hk,)(~
hkihil]/
k,t
"
\i
>212z2 +2z2~
>(2122)(21 +22)
> I/2R 3/2 .

(4.11)

Since R is constant, we conclude from (4.10) and (4.11) that R = 0 and Theorem 4
again follows from Hartman-Nirenberg [4].
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